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Abstract 
We describe a method to estimate the guaranteed rror bounds of the finite element solutions for the Stokes problem in 
mathematically rigorous ense. We show that an a posteriori error can be computed by using the numerical estimates of 
a constant related to the so-called inf-sup condition for the continuous problem. Also a method to derive the constructive 
a priori error bounds are considered. Some numerical examples which confirm us the expected rate of convergence are 
presented. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
In the numerical approximation of  partial differential equations, it is very important o estimate the 
computable rror bounds. For the finite element solutions of  the Stokes equations, several a posteriori 
error bounds have been derived, e.g., [1, 2, 9, 11, 12]. In [13], Verftirth also applied his general results 
to finite element approximations of  scalar quasi-linear elliptic partial differential equations of  2nd 
order and the stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. However, these methods provide 
only information about the local and global error quantities of  the computed finite element solutions 
controlling self-adaptive mesh-refinement processes, so they do not guarantee mathematically rigorous 
error bounds at all. 
In this paper, we describe a method to estimate the guaranteed accuracy of  the finite element 
solutions for the Stokes problem. 
Using the numerical estimates of  a constant related to the so-called inf-sup condition, we show an 
a posteriori error bound of  the Stokes problem. Also we describe a method to derive the constructive 
a priori error bounds based on the estimation of  the largest eigen value for matrices. 
We emphasize that these results provide a basis of  the numerical verification method (cf. [7, 
14-16]) of  the solution for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations. 
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1.1. The Stokes equations 
Consider the following Stokes problem 
-vAu  + V p = f in t2, 
div u = 0 in t2, ( 1.1 ) 
u = 0 on 90, 
where v > 0 is the viscosity constant, u = (ul,u2) T the two-dimensional velocity field, f = ( f , , f2 )  T 
a smooth function which means a density of body forces per unit mass and fl a convex polygonal 
domain in ~2. Here, p represents a kinematic pressure field and div u= 0 means the incompressibility 
condition. Stokes equations (1.1) are the linearized stationary form of the Navier-Stokes equations. 
An outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to derive some inequalities for the 
functions corresponding to velocity and pressure. It is based on the numerical estimates of a constant 
related to the so-called inf-sup condition for the continuous problem. In Section 3, we define the 
approximate solutions for the Stokes equations by using some finite element subspaces and show an a 
posteriori error bound under the suitable assumption. We propose a method to derive the constructive 
a priori error bounds and give a detailed computing algorithm in Section 4. And some numerical 
examples are presented in Section 5. 
1.2. Some function spaces 
( 32u i 32 u 2 
lu[z=-- ~x 2 +2 3x3y o 
and set the function spaces 
We denote by Hk(t2) the usual k-th order Sobolev space on 0, and define (., .) as the inner 
product in L2(O) and put 
H~(O) - -{vEHI ( t2 ) ;  v - -0  on 3t2}, 
L2(O) -- {v E L2(t2); (v, 1 ) = 0}, 
5 e -- H~(O) 2 × L~(t2). 
The norm in L2(t2) and H~(O) are denoted by ]q[o -- (q,q),/2 Iv[, - IVY]o, respectively. In what 
follows, since no confusion may arise, we will use the same notations for the corresponding norms 
and inner products in L2(O) 2 and Hol(O) 2 as in L:(O) and Hd(t2), respectively. 
We also define H2(t2)-seminorm I" [2 by 
32U 2x~ 1/2 
+ 3y2 0J ' 
V~_{U l 2 EH~(O) ; d ivv=0},  
V ± = {v~ 1 2 H~ (0)  ; (Vv'~w) = 0, w E V}. 
Finally, we define H- l ( t2)  2 as the dual space of H~(Q) z and (., .) as the duality pairing between 
H-1(O)  2 and H~(O) 2. 
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2. Numerical estimates for inf-sup condition 
In this section, we rewrite the Stokes equations (1.1) to the weak form and give the numerical 
estimates of a constant related to the inf-sup condition which assures the existence of a weak solution. 
Using this constant, we present some norm inequalities for each element of 5 P. 
2.1. Variational formulation 
We introduce a bilinear form 50 on 5 e × ~ by 
5°( [u, p], [v,q] ) - v(XTu, XTv) - (p, div v) - (q, div u), [u, p], [v,q] E 5#. (2.1) 
Then, the standard variational formulation of (1.1) is given by 
find [u, p] E 5 P such that 
50( [u, p],[v,q] )=( f ,v ) ,  V[v,q]E5 e. (2.2) 
It is well-known (cf. [4]) that (2.2) has a unique solution in J and there exists a constant ic > 0 
(depends only on f2) such that 50 satisfies the following condition: 
~('([u, p], [v, q]) 
inf sup 
,",',~" ,, ~,~., (lul, + Ipl0)(Ivl, + Iq]0) ~> tic. (2.3) 
[~t,p] J 0 [r,q] ~¢ 0 
From (2.3), we get 
5a([u, p], [v, q]) 
sup ~> flc(lul, + Ipl0), V [u ,p ]~.  
[r,q] / 0 
Now, for [u, p] E 5P, we define 6(u, p )  by 
5a([u, p], [v, q]) 
6(u,p) - sup (2.4) 
~,,,~,, Ivl, + Iql0 
|~.q] / 0 
In the remainder of this section, we attempt o bound estimate lul, and IPlo using above 6(u,p) .  
For this purpose, we use the following lemma (proof is in [4]). 
Lemma 2.1 (Babu~ka-Aziz). For all q E L~(12), there exists a unique v E V ± such that 
div v = q, 
1 
]vil ~< ~ IqIo. 
where fl > 0 is a constant dependin9 only on f2. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
By virtue of Lemma 2.1, we obtain 
- (p ,  divu) 
inf sup ~> ft. 
,.~o,~, ,~.o,,o,~ lul, tplo 
p jO u jO 
(2.7) 
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This condition (2.7) is called inf-sup condition for 5 ° which assures that problem (2.2) has a unique 
solution in 5 P. I f  t2 is a general bounded connected domain, it is difficult to estimate an explicit 
upper or lower bound of  ft. However, if t2 is the star shaped domains (i.e. including the case of 
convex polygons), this constant fi can be numerically determined due to the following Horgan's 
lemma [5]. 
Lemma 2.2 (Horgan [5]). Suppose that f2 is a star-shaped omain with respect o a point, which 
we choose to be the oriyin. Let the boundary be represented in plane polar coordinates by 
r = f(O) 
and let 
on 0~2 
.~(0)  - {E <'°>} 2 1 + (~-d~; j + f(o---7 
Then, for the constant fi in Lemma 2.1, the following estimate holds: 
1 ,/ fi ~< 1 + max0 .~(0). (2.8) 
For the special case, if O is a square, we have lift < 2.614. Moreover, Horgan conjectures that 
the optimal constant for a square would be lift = v/if/2 ~ 1.871. 
2.2. Norm inequalities 
Now, using a constant fl, we can describe the following inequalities. 
Theorem 2.3. For all [u,p] C5~, let us define 6(u,p) by (2.4), then the followin 9 estimates 
hold. 
[u], ~ ~ + 6(u,p), 
(2.9) 
+ 6(u, p). 
Proof. Since V is a closed subspace of H~(O) 2, we have the decomposition 
H~(~)  2= V ~ V ' .  
Therefore, each u E H~(t2) 2 can be written as 
u=w+uo wEV, uoEV ±. 
If w ~= 0, taking v = w, q = 0 in the definition of 6(u, p), we have 
v(Vw, Vw) - (p, div w) 
6(u, p) >t Iwl, 
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Since w E V, we get 
6(u,p) >1 vlwl,, 
and this also holds for the case that w = O. 
On the other hand, if Uo ¢ O, taking v = 0 in (2.4) implies 
6(u, p)lq[o ~> - (q, div Uo) Vq E Z2(f2). 
(2.1o) 
By Lemma 2.1, we can take q as divuo =-q  and fl[uo]l ~ [q]o. Then we have 
6(u,p) >~ fllUo[,, (2.11) 
and it is clear that (2.11 ) holds for the case that Uo = 0. Therefore, from (2.10) and (2.11 ) we have 
lul, 2 = Iwl, 2 + luoll 2 
~< 7+~ a(u,p)  ~. 
Next, for all p E Lg(O), if p ~= 0, by Lemma 2.1, we can take v C V ± satisfying 
1 
d ivv - - -p ,  [viI ~<~[p]o. 
Since (X7u, 27v)= (~7Uo,~7v), we get 
6(u, p) >~ v(~Tu°'~7v) - (q, divuo) + [p[o 2 Vq EL2((2). 
Ivl, + Iqlo 
I f  Uo ¢ 0 we take q E L2(f2) such that 
v(~Tuo, X7v) 
K- -  [divuo[o2 , q=Kdivuo .  
This implies that v(~7Uo, •v) - (q, div Uo) = 0. Moreover, from (2.6), 
1 
luol, ~ ~ldivuolo. 
Hence, we get 
Iqlo -- v(VUo, ~7v) 
[div Uo[o 
vdUolll~l, ~< 
[div Uo 1o 
v 
~< ~lplo, 
and this inequality follows for the case that u0 -- 0, by taking q = 0. 
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Consequently, we obtain 
IP[02 6(u, p) >~ 
Y   lplo +  lplo 
-- + Ipl0. 
It is clear that the above inequality holds for p -- O. [] 
3. An a posteriori error bound 
In this section, we introduce some finite element subspaces for the approximation of the velocity 
and the pressure, and show an a posteriori error bound for the Stokes equations using Theorem 2.3. 
3.1. Finite element subspace 
Let ~hh be a family of triangulations of f2 C E2, which consist of triangles or quadrilaterals depen- 
dent on a scale parameter h > 0. For ~hh, we denote by Xh C H01(f2) A C(I)) and Yh CL20(f2) fq C(t)) 
the finite element subspaces for the approximation of the velocity u and the pressure p, respectively. 
And we set Sh --X~. Then the standard finite element solution to (2.2) is defined by 
find [uh, Ph] E Sh × Yh such that 
~(  [Uh, Ph],[vh, qh] ) = ( f ,  vh), V[Vh, qh] ESh × Yh. (3.1) 
NOW, we introduce a post-processing procedures proposed by [15]. We define Xh* as a subspace of 
HI(Q) in which the basis of Xh* are the union of the basis of Sh and base functions corresponding 
to nodes on the boundary ~(2. Note that 
Xh c X~, C H I ( ~ ), Xh ~L X~, . 
We also define L2-projection Po " L2(f 2) ~ Xh, L2-projection/50 "L2(f2) ~ X;, and Hol-projection 
P1 " H~(f2) ~ Xh by 
(v -  Pov,~p)=O, Vq~EXh, 
(v-Pov,¢)=o, 
(V (v -  P1v),Vc~)=O, VdpEXh, 
respectively. For wh cXh, we define VWh E(X; )  2 and ~Wh EL2(~2) by 
- -  m 
Awh -- div Vwh, 
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respectively. By virtue of a direct consequence of the argument in [15], it can be shown that for all 
Vh E Sh, the following properties hold: 
- -  - -  1 2 (--AVh, ¢)  = (VVh, V¢)  V¢ E n d (f2), (3.2) 
IVvh -- Vvhlo = inf Iwh -- Vvh]o. (3.3) 
whe(x~7 )2 x(xh. )2 
Now, we assume, as the approximation property of Xh the following. 
Assumption 3.1 
inf I v -  < C0hlvl2, VveH (Q)nHE(Q), (3.4) 
~EXh 
where Co is a positive constant independent of v and h which can be numerically determined. 
This assumption holds for many finite element subspaces (cf.[3, 6, 8]). From the properties of 
projection P1, Assumption 3.1 and Aubin-Nitche's trick, for all v E Hd(O), 
I v -e ,  vl, <~ Ivl,, (3.5) 
i v -  elv[o <~ Cohlvt, (3.6) 
hold. 
3.2. An a posterior i  est imate 
Let [u,p] and [uh, ph] be the solutions of (2.2) and (3.1), respectively. And set 
eh = U - -  Uh, 
sh = p - Ph. 
We will now estimate an upper bound of 6(eh, eh). For all [v, q] C 5 P, from the definition of 2", we 
get 
2"([eh, eh], [V, q]) = v(•eh ,  ~Tv) - -  (eh, div v) - (q, div eh ). (3.7) 
On the other hand, by (2.2) and (3.1), for all [~h, qh] CSh × Yh, 
v(Veh, V~h) -- (eh, div ~h) -- (qh, div eh) = 0 (3.8) 
holds. Taking qh = 0 in (3.8), for all ~h E Sh, we have 
v(Veh, V~h ) -- (eh, div ~h ) = 0. (3.9) 
From (3.7) and (3.9) we have 
2 ' (  [eh, e], [v, q] ) = v(Veh, V ( v - ~h ) ) - (eh, div( v - ~h )) -- (q, div eh ) 
= v(V(u - Uh),V(v -- ~h)) -- (P  -- ph,div(v -- ~h)) + (q, divuh).  
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Moreover, by virtue of (3.2), Green's formula and Schwarz's inequality, we obtain 
~([eh,eh], [v,q]) = V(VUh -- XTU~,V(V -- ~h)) + V(XTU -- ~7Uh, XT(V -- ~h)) 
--(P -- Ph, div(v - ~h)) + (q, div Uh) 
= v(Vuh - Vuh, V(v  -- ~h)) + v(- -Au +/Xuh, v -- ~h) 
+(X7(p-  ph),V -- ~h) + (q, div uh) 
_ _  1 
v(XTuh - XTUh, V(V -- ~h)) + ( f  + VAUh -- Vph, v -- ¢h) + (q, div uh) 
vlVuh - Vuhlo Iv -- ¢hl~ + [v Auh -- Vph + flolV -- Chlo + Idivuh[o Iqlo- 
an elementwise HJ-projection of v, i.e., ~h = (PIvj,Plv2), then using (3.5) 
z 
~< 
Now, we set ~h ESh as 
and (3.6), we have 
m 
~([eh,eh], [v,q]) ~< (vIVuh -- Vuh[o + CohlVAuh - Vph + flo + Idivuhlo)(Ivll + Iqlo). 
Thus, the following result is obtained: 
Lemma 3.2. For all [v, q] # 0 in 5¢, 
L~'([eh,eh],[v,q]) 
I~1, + Iqlo 
<~ vlVuh - Vuhlo + Cohlv z2xUh - Vph + flo + [div Uhlo 
holds. 
From Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.2, we have the following a posteriori error bounds for finite 
element solutions of the Stokes equations. 
Theorem 3.3 (A posteriori error bounds). Let [u, p] and [Uh, Ph] be solutions of  (2.2) and (3.1), 
respectively. Then, the following a posteriori error bounds are obtained." 
l u -  uhl~ <- 7 + C(uh, ph), 
(3.10) 
IP -  Phlo ~ 1 + C(Uh, ph), 
where C(uh, Ph) is an a posteriori error estimator which can be computed using the finite element 
solutions [Uh, Phi by 
C(Uh, Ph) ==- V IVUh -- V Uh [o + Co hlv Auh -- Vph + f[o + I div uh I o. (3.11 ) 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3, we have immediately 
l u -  Uhl, <~ 7 + 6(e..eh). 
[P -  Phlo <~ -4- ¢~(eh,eh). 
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On the other hand, from Lemma 3.2, 
,~([eh, Ch], [V, q]) 
t~(eh, Ch) = sup <<. C(Uh, Ph) 
Ir, q] ~ o 
holds, then we get the desired conclusion. [] 
By virtue of (3.1) and (3.3), it is expected that each term in the right-hand side of (3.11) tends 
to be smaller as h is. 
4. Constructive a priori error bounds 
In Section 3, we proposed an a posteriori error bound for finite element solutions of the Stokes 
problem. In this section, using the similar techniques in the previous section, we consider two kinds 
of method to derive the constructive a priori error bounds and describe a computational procedure 
for the estimation of a priori constants. 
4.1. A priori estimates 
The first method is based on the result of an a posteriori error bound proposed in Section 3. For 
f E L2(~'2) , we define Pof  E Sh by 
Pof  = (Pof l, Pof  2)V. 
The property of LZ-projection implies 
[f _ pof]2 = l/]2 _ [po/]o 2, 
hence, we can write for some 0 ~< 0 ~< n/2, 
[P0flo = Iflo sin 0, 
(4.1) 
[ f  -Po f ]o  = [flo cos 0. 
Now, we suppose that there exist the constants K1, K2 and K3 such that 
[Vuh - Vuhlo <~ K11Poflo, (4.2) 
[/Xuh - Vph -4- Poflo ~< K21Poflo, (4.3) 
[div Uh[o <~ K3IPofJo, (4.4) 
independent of f E Z2(ar~) 2. We describe later how to determine these constants. Then, we have the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1 (A priori error bound I). For each f E L2(f2) 2, we have 
1 1 ,~1/2 
lu - uhl, <~ ~i + -~ j  C(h)I f lo,  
(4.5) 
- + C(h) Ifl0, 
where 
C(h) = ~/(vK~ + CohK2 +/(3) 2 ÷ (Coh) 2. (4.6) 
Proof. For all f E L2((2) 2, from (3.11) and (4.1)-(4.4), we have 
C(uh, ph) = v lVuh  -- ~7Uh[o ÷ Coh[v Auh - Vph + Po f  + f - Poflo + ]div Uh]o 
<<, vK~lPof[o + Coh( gzlPof[o + I f  - Poflo ) + g3lPof[o 
= ((vK1 ÷ Cohgz ÷K3) sin 0 + Coh cos 0)If lo 
~< ((vK1 ÷ Cohg2 ÷g3)  2 ÷ (Coh)2) 1/2 If[o 
= C(h) I f lo .  [] 
The second method is the direct estimation without ~Tu h or Auh. From (3.7) and (3.9), we have, 
for each Ch E Sh, 
5¢([eh, ¢h], [v, q] ) = v(~7(u - uh ), ~7(v - Ch )) - (P - Ph, div(v - ~h )) + (q, div Uh ). 
Now, taking ~h as 
vh ~ (Plvl ,Plv2) T, 
the property of Hi-projection implies that 
~([eh ,  Ch], [V, q]) = v(Vu, V(v - Vh)) -- (p  - Ph, div(v - vh)) + (q, div Uh). 
Hence, by Green's formula, Schwarz's inequality and (3.6), we get 
~([eh, ¢h], [v, q]) = ( f  - ~Tph, V -- Vh ) ÷ (q, div uh ) 
<<- I f  - VPhlo foh  Ivl~ + [qlo [divuh]o 
<<. ( Coh l f  - Vph[o + [div Uh[o )(Ivll + Iq[o). 
Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. For all 0 ~ [v, q] E 6~, 
~e([eh, eh], [V, q] ) 
<~ Coh[f - ~7ph[o + [divuh[o 
Ivl~ + Iqlo 
holds. 
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Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 4.2, we can also take C(uh, Ph) in Theorem 3.3 as 
C(Uh, Ph) = Coh[f - ~7ph[0 + [div uhl0. 
We now suppose that the constants K4 can be taken as 
I - Vph + Pof[0 ~< K4lPoflo (4.7) 
independent of f E L2(f2) 2. Here, K4 will be determined in later part of this section. Then, we obtain 
another a priori error bound as follows: 
Theorem 4.3 (A priori error bound II). For all f E L2((2) 2, it holds that 
(1 1) 1/2 
lu -uh l ,  <~ -~+~ C(h)[/Io, 
(4.8) 
I P -  phi0 1 + C(h) l/Io, 
wheFe 
C(h) = ~/(CohK4 + K3) 2 + (Coh) 2. (4.9) 
Proof. For all f 6L2((2) 2, from (4.4), (4.7) and (4.1), we obtain 
C(uh, Ph) = Coh] - ~7ph + Pof  + f -- P0f[o + ]div uh]0 
<<. Coh( K4lPof[o + I f  - Pof[o ) + g3lPof[o 
= ((CohK4 +K3) sin 0+ Coh cos 0) Iflo 
<. C(h)Ill0. [] 
4.2. Computation of  the constants C(h) 
Now, we show a method to estimate a priori constant C(h) that appeared in (4.6) and (4.9). 
Let us define dim Xh = n, dim Yh = m and dim Xh* = ~. From the definition of Xh and X~, we have 
^ 
> n. Next, we denote base functions ofXh, Yh and Xh* by {4>j}l~j~n, {~lj}l<~j<~m and {q~j}l~j~<~, 
respectively. 
Now, using real coefficients {a~.~)}l~<j~n, {a~2))l<~j<<n and {bj}l<j<~m, we can uniquely represent 
r (5)  (2)~T E Sh and Ph E Yh of the form: the finite element solution Uh = tUh , Uh J 
(1) ~ ~ (I 
u h ai )q~i, 
i=1 
n 
(2) = ~ a!2)d~. 
Uh ~ t .vz~ 
i= l  
m 
Ph ~- Z bi~ti" 
i=1 
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Then, using base functions of Ark, Yh, we rewrite (3.1) as 
a(il)(v(Pi, V~j)-- Zbi  Oi, Ox J = ( f l ,4 j ) ,  1 ~<j ~< n, 
i=l  i=1 
a}2)(VOi, V~by) - b, 0i, OyJ  = (f2, q~;), 1 ~j~n,  
i=1 i=1 
- ai ¢,  Oy j  = O, 1 <~j<<.m.  
- -  i : l  ~/i CJ '  ¢~X J i : l  
Now, we define, denoting the M × N matrix by (' ' ')MxN, 
al = (a(ll), a C1), ~(1)~ 
2 ' ' - , t~n ] l×n,  
_ ta (2) a (2) ~(2))1  ×n ' 
a2 - -k  1 ~ 2 , ' " ,e tn  
a : (a l ,  a2) l  ×2n, 
b =(bl,b2 .... ,bm)l×m, 
f =(  (f l ,dPl) ,( f l ,dP2), . . . , ( f , ,~n))~×,, 
J~ = ( (f2, ~bl ), (f2, q~2),.-. , ( f2, q~n))~V×,, 
Additionally, we set 
(Do)ij = (~) i ,  ~7(~j)n×n, 
o o) 
(D)ij: Do 2.×2n ' 
(ex),j: 
(Ey)ij:(¢i,~(~'J~:--(~-~y,~J)mx n 8y } 
(E)u = (E~ Ey)m×2 , ,
( D -#) 
(G)u= -E  0 (2,+m1×(2,+~) 
(4.10) 
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Then, (4.10) can be represented as 
o Do - (e , )  = 
-Ex -E, ,  0 \ b t 
Consequently, (3.1) is equivalent to the following linear equation: 
c( .T bt) = (f0). (4.11) 
We assume that the symmetric matrix G is invertible, which usually follows by so-called discrete 
inf-sup condition, and the inverse matrix G -1 is represented as 
(G_,)u = (Ga G[)  
Gb G.  (2n+m)x(2n+m) 
where Ga, Gb and G. are 2n x 2n, m x 2n, m x m matrices, respectively. Then, we have the following 
representation f the finite element solution [uh, Ph] E Sh x Yh satisfying (3.1). 
a T = G~f, (4.12) 
b T = Gbf.  
- -  - -  [ ~  ( I )~  (2 ) '~  * 2 Next, we represent Vuh using coefficients of Uh. Since Vuh = t vuh , vu  h ) C (Xh*)2 x (X£) , using 
real coefficients" (1)~ {c} 2)} ~j~<e, ~ it /  J',-<J-<e, , {d~')}lvj~e and {d52)}l<j<ff, we can uniquely write Vuh in 
the form (£ £ )T 
--ld h U i 
i=1 i=1 
VH h z Ci --i 
i=1 i=1 
Also set 
,.~ (c(~'),c~ '), (~)- • ' ' , c~ ) lx rb  
C 2 = (C(12) C (2) 2 ," • " ,c~ l l x tb  
dl = (d(11) d (1) • d (1) , 2 ,' " , ~ ) l xn ,  
d2 / '4 (2 )  "t (2)  "4(2)'~ 
",~'1 ,~2 , '  "'~t,%~ ] lxd .  
From the definition of L2-projection, for each 1 ~< j ~< ~, we have 
i , ~-- 
i=1 i=l  
i= l  i= l  
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Therefore, setting 
(gY) i j : (~y ,4 j l : - (~ i ,~)  , 
nx#7 
we get 
c lL=a lK  x, d lL=a lK  y. 
Similarly, we have 
czL = azK x, dzL = a2K y. 
Hence, the following relations hold because of the invertibility of L. 
^--  ^- - [  __  
Lemma 4.4. I f  we set n × h matrices M x = KXL ~,M y = KYL , then VUh is represented as 
Cl = a iM x, d l= a iM y, 
(4.13) 
c2 = a2M x, d2 = a2M y. 
Now, we describe how to estimate IPofl~, IVuh - VUhlo, IvAuh -- Vph + flo, Idivuhlo and 
I - ~Tph + Poflo using the vector f .  
Lemma 4.5. We define the n x n matrix L and the 2n x 2n matrix F by 
(z.) , j  = (4,,,  4,j ) .  ×. ,  (10): 
Lv L-I 2,×2," (F),j = 
Then, ]Pof]o z can be represented by a quadratic form: 
IP0flg =fTFf  • (4.14) 
Proof. For each f ~- ( f l , f2 )  T, using real coefficients {q~l)}l<~j<~n and lq) f+ (2)-i~l~j~n we can write 
ql'>+,, 
i=1  i=1 
We set 
ql = (q( l l ) , - . . ,q~l)) ,×, ,  q2 = (q]2) , . . . ,q~2)) ,×, .  
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Then, we have 
- I  q~ = L - '  f~, q~ = L f2. 
Therefore, we obtain 
IP0fl~ = (Pof ~,Pof l) + (Pof 2,Pof 2) 
= qtLq~ + q2Lq~ 
=fT  F f .  [] 
Lemma 4.6. We define the 2n x 2n matrix Q1, A1 by 
(Q, )ij = ( Do -- MX(KX)T -- MY(Ky)T 0 ) 
0 Do - MX(KX) T - MY(KY) T 2nx2n' 
(A1)ij = ( GaQ~Ga)2nx2,. 
Then, K1 can be estimated as fol lows. 
K, <~ (sup  xT A1 ~/2 
\xeR2,, xT FX  ] " 
Proof.  From the definition of  L2-projection and Lemma 4.4, we get 
IVuh - Vuhl~ = (Vuh, VUh) -- (Vuh, VUh) 
= aDa T - c, Lc~ - d lZd T -- C2£C T -- a2Zd T
= aDa T _ al(MX(KX) T + MY(KY)T)aT -- a2(MX(KX) T + MY(KY)T)aT 
{Do - MX(KX) T + MY(KY) T 
(a, 
, a2) ~ 0 
= aQ] a T 
__fT GaQ1Gaf 
=fT  A l f .  [] 
^xx ^xy f)yy 
Next, we define h × r~ matrices D , D , as 
= , (D )ij = i, OY .X.' 
' ~X ~ x ~  ^ " 
and n x n matrices ff~, ~xy and /~YY as 
( ]~xx )i j = MX ~)XX( M x T ^ xy = l~,[x ~) XY ( l~,[ y ) T 
) .×.,  (E  )ij " ' - -  , " - ,nxn ,  
and set 2n x 2n matrix El by 
( E1)ij = ( L-"xx -~- L"xY -F ( E'Xy ) T -F E yy 0 ~yy ) . 
0 ~ + ~.,xy ~'- (~_,,xy)T _~_ 2n X 2n 
0 _~_My(gy)T) (aT'~ 
Do - MX(K~) T a T J 
^ 
(DYY)ij ~ (~,  ~)J  
~3y ) ~×~' 
(EYY )ij : A/[YI)YY (MY )T 
~' -  - -  " , - ' -  I n X n ~  
(4.15) 
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We also define m × m matrix D by 
(O )i j ---- (~7~i , ~l[Ij )m×m 
and h × m matrices pxx, pxy, pyx and FYY by 
(F) , j  = \ c~x' ~x ~×m' (K'~)'j = \ ix '  ~y ~×m' 
^ ^ 
(pyx), j  = ' ,×m' (¢~' ) ' j  = ' Try ~×m" 
Furthermore, we define 2n × 2n matrices E2, E3 by 
{ (MXP x~ + MYP ~x)a~ ) 
(E2)q = ~ (Mxi6X.V + My~.yy)Gb 2nx2n' 
^--1 
(E3)ij = -(K~L (K~)T +KY[-I(K~)T)L-I 
0 -(KX[ l(Kx)Y 
o ) 
_ Ky[ - ' (X  y )T )L-' 2n×2n 
Lemma 4.7. We define the 2n × 2n matrix A2 by 
(A2) ( i  = v2(Ga)TEI Ga - vGaE2 - v(GaEz)T _ vGaE3 - v(G~E3)T 
+C{EF + (C~EF) T+ C~bC~ + F. 
Then, 1(2 can be estimated as follows. 
xTA2x~I/2 
/(2 ~< sup,, ~ Fx J  (4.16) 
Proof. Expanding ]v~uh - Vph + Pof[ 2, we have 
Iv-~uh - Vph + Pofl 2 = v2(Auh, Auh) -- v(~uh, Vph) -- v(Vph,-~Uh) 
+v(Auh, Pof) + v(Pof ,Auh) -- (grph, Pof) 
-(P0f,  Vph) + (Vph, Vph) + IPofl 2. 
We will represent each term by the quadratic forms of 2n-dimensional vectors f ,  which is obtained 
from the inner products of f as follows: 
(Auh, Auh) = aEla T 
=fv  (Ga)TE, Gaf, 
(~Uh,~7ph) = a, (MXF xx + MYI~ yx) b T + a2 (MXf ~" + MYJwYY)bT 
( (MXP~X + MYPY~)Gb ) 
=(al a2) (M~,Xy+My~yy)Gb f 
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= aE2f  
=fT  GaE2f, 
(Vph, ~Uh) =fT  (GoE2)T f ,  
(SUb, Pof  ) = (-~u~'), Pof  l ) + (5u~ 2), Pof  2 ) 
x T T v T T = cl(--gx)Tq~ + dl(-Ky)Wq~ + c2( -g  ) q2 + d2( -K  ) q2 
( - (MX(KX) T + MY(Ky)T)L-I 0 
0 (MX( -Kx)T+MY( - -KV)T)L - ' ) (~2)  (a, a2)  
\ 
( - (KX£- ' (KX)  T + KY£-'(Ky)T)L-~ 0 
a 
0 _ (KX£ - '  (K  ~ )T _ Ky[ -  1 
= f T G~E3f , 
(Pof ,~uh) CTtG E ~T¢ ~J  I. a 3 ] J~ 
-{- (~ ,Po f2)  
= b (-Exq~ - Eyq~) 
= b ( - -ExZ - l f l  -- EyL-lfz ) 
t 0 
= -f C EFf, 
z GTEF T (Pof, Vph) = - f  ( b ) f ,  
(Vph, Vph)=bDb v 
=fTGTDGaf  .
Therefore, we have 
[V-~Uh Vph + eofl~ T - =f  A2f. [] 
Next, we define n × n matrices D xx, D xy and D yy as 
(DXX)v = \ ax'  ax nxn' 
and 2n x 2n matrix Q3 as 
(Q3)v  = (DXy) T D"  2.×2.  
Then, we obtain the following lemma using these matrices. 
(DXy)iJ = 6qx ' nxn'  
(Ky)T)L - '  ) f  
×n 
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Lemma 4.8. We define the 2n × 2n matrix A 3 by 
(A3)ij = (GaQ3Ga)2n×2.. 
Then, K3 can be estimated as follows: 
K3 <~ (sup xT A3 x ~ 1/2 
\x~2. x'r F x J " (4.17) 
Proof. From (4.12), we have 
[div uhl0 2=a~OXXaT + alDXyaf + a2(DzY)Ta~ + a2DYYa~ 
= ap3a v 
=fx  GaO3Gaf 
=fW A3f. [] 
Finally, we obtain the following estimate of K4. 
Lemma 4.9. We define the 2n × 2n matrix A4 by 
(A4)ij = (G[EF + (G[EF) T + G[[)Gb + F)2nx2n. 
Then, K4 can be estimated as follows. 
K4 ~ (sup xT A4x~ '/2 
\x~R2,, xr F x ] " (4.18) 
Proof. Expanding ] - 27ph + Po f l~ ,  by the proof of Lemma 4.7, we obtain 
[ - Vph + Pofl~ = (Vph, Vph) -- (VPh,Pof) - (PoU, Vph) + IPoflo 2 
=fr  G[EFf + f'r(G[EF )Tf + fT  G[DGbf + fTF f  
=fT(G[EF + (G[EF) r + G[~)Gb + F ) f  
=fTA4f  . [] 
Note that estimates (4.15)-(4.18) are reduced to finding the maximum eigenvalue of 
Ax = 2Bx 
where A is a 2n × 2n symmetric matrix, B a 2n × 2n symmetric and positive definite matrix, 
respectively. Then, using a procedure proposed by [15], we can estimate these eigenvalues. 
5. Numerical examples 
In this section we give several numerical examples for a posteriori and a priori error bounds. 
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Table 1 
N lu - uhl, Ip - phi0 
5 1.39353 4.70242 
10 0.34405 1.16099 
15 0.15184 0.51237 
20 0.08502 0.28689 
25 0.05421 0.18292 
30 0.03752 0.12660 
Let f2 be a rectangular domain in E2 such that f2 = (0, 1 ) x (0, 1 ). We consider the following 
Stokes problem: 
-Au  + ~Tp = f inf2 = (0, 1 ) x (0, 1 ), 
div u = 0 inf2. (5.1) 
u = 0 on0D. 
Also let 6x: 0 = x0 < Xl < " "  < XN = 1 be a uniform partition, and let 67 be the same partition as 
6x for y direction. We define the partition of  (2 by ~ _-- 6~ ® 67. N denotes the number of partitions 
for the interval (0, 1), i.e. h = 1/N. 
Further, we define the finite element subspace Xh and Yh by Xh =-- ~[~(x) ® j/g2(y) where J//2(x), 
Jg02(y) are sets of continuous piecewise quadratic polynomials on (0, 1 ) under the above partition 
with homogeneous boundary condition and set Yh = ~(x)® Jg~(y)nLg(Q)  where J4'0~(x), ~#0~(y) 
piecewise linear as well. Then, the matrix G in (4.1 1 ) is invertible because the space X~ × Yh satisfies 
the usual discrete inf-sup condition [4]. 
We can also take the constant v = 1, Co = 1/(2n) [8] and lift 2 = 4 + 2x/2. 
5.1. A posteriori error bounds 
We take the vector function f = ( f l , f2 )  T as 
f l  = 50( -2x  + y + xy), 
f2 = 20(1 - 5xy). 
In this case, Iluhl]L~<o) ~ 0.52 and IlphllL~(o) ~ 22.72, where II. IIL~(o) is the L~-norm on f2. We 
obtained a posteriori error bounds lu - uhlx and Ip - Phi0 given in Table 1. 
Figs. 1 and 2 shows the pressure and vector field on ~2, respectively. 
Next, in order to examine the quality of  our estimator, we choose the vector function f so that 
u = (u , ,  u2)~: 
u,(x, y) = 20x2(1 - x)2y(1 - y)(1 - 2y), 
U2(X , y) = -20y2(1 - y)2x(1 -- x)(1 - 2x), 
p(x,y)  = 4x(--1 + 2y)(10x 2 -- 15x 3 + 6X 4 - -  10y + 30xy - 20x2y + 10y 2 -- 30xy 2 + 20x2y 2) 
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Fig. 1. Pressure field p. 
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Fig. 2. Vector  f ield u = (ul,u2). 
are the exact solutions for (1.1). In this case, lull ---4/7 ,,~ 0.571 and Ipl0 = 2 ~ / 7  ~ 1.543. 
We should adopt the quantity C(uh, Ph) as  the error estimator for both of the velocity and pressure 
instead of the fight-hand side of (3.10), because the error indicator is usually evaluated by the 
quantity exclusive of the proportional constant independent of mesh size h. We obtained each relative 
a posteriori error bounds [u - Uh[l/lUll , Ip - phlo/lp[o given in Table 2. 
In this case, we can compute exact norms [u - uh[~ and IP - phi0. The ratio of the relative errors 
between a posteriori error estimator by Theorem 3.1 to the exact norms is nearly independent of N, 
namely 1.4 for the velocity and 1.3 for the pressure. 
These examples show that our mathematically rigorous a postefiori error bounds have rate of 
convergence with optimal order even if the exact solutions are unknown. 
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Table 2 
N lu - u~l,/lul~ IP - phlo/lplo 
5 0.37895 0.47369 
10 0.08976 0.11220 
15 0.03893 0.04866 
20 0.02159 0.02698 
25 0.01369 0.01711 
30 0.00943 0.01180 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
C , " , , [ ' , , , , , . . . .  
i i i i i i i [ I i I I I 
6 8 10 12 14 
llh 
Fig. 3. A priori error constants. 
5.2. Constructive a priori error constants 
We computed the a priori constants by using Theorem 4.3 because the computation is much 
simpler than by Theorem 4.1. Fig. 3 illustrates a priori error constants for the velocity and pressure 
of (4.9): 
7÷-~/  C(h) and ?+~-~ C(h), 
respectively. These results confirm us the expected rate of convergence with optimal order. 
The numerical examples are computed on FUJITSU VP2600/10 vector processor by the usual 
computer arithmetic with double precision. So, the round off errors in these examples are neglected. 
However, it should be sufficient for our present purposes. 
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